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Come for a visit in Bear Country with this classic First Time Book® from Stan and Jan Berenstain. Brother and Sister think Mama and Papa
are too bossy, so the Bear family decides to switch places so they can see what life is like through each other’s eyes. This beloved story is a
perfect way to teach children about empathy and appreciating their family.
Shark VS. Train! WHO WILL WIN?! If you think Superman vs. Batman would be an exciting matchup, wait until you see Shark vs. Train. In
this hilarious and wacky picture book, Shark and Train egg each other on for one competition after another, including burping, bowling, Ping
Pong, piano playing, pie eating, and many more! Who do YOU think will win, Shark or Train? [star] "This is a genius concept." -- Publishers
Weekly, starred review [star] "Lichtenheld's snarling shark and grimacing train are definitely ready for a fight, and his scenarios gleefully play
up the absurdity. The combatants' expressions are priceless when they lose. A glum train in smoky dejection, or a bewildered, crestfallen
shark? It's hard to choose; both are winners." -- Kirkus, starred review
Young readers are invited to lift flaps to reveal animals riding in such vehicles as trains, planes, and trucks.
Karen Katz's bestselling "must have" book for babies is now available as an enhanced eBook! Little ones will be entertained and amused
throughout this interactive experience. A touch of the screen makes flaps move, eyes wink, babies giggle, and more! A delightful audio
narration is also included—making this a unique experience for every little one.
“This is your brain…This is your brain on progesterone!” Have the hormones of pregnancy pushed you slightly over the edge? Here’s
permission to give in and have a few belly laughs as a mother of two and a panel of experienced moms revel in the humorous side of
pregnancy. This warm and funny month-by-month guide contains serious wisdom for pregnant moms looking to have a joyful pregnancy.
Reassuring and helpful for both body and soul, Lorilee and her Pregnant Pals address the whole mother–as only good friends can–with
sidebars, checklists, quotables, and down-to-earth help such as: ·Tips on conquering nausea, narcolepsy, and general nuttiness ·How to
panic-proof your pregnancy ·Good food and good exercise for great pregnant bods ·Chic, no-tents-allowed fashion tips ·Survival strategies for
labor day Serving up spiritual encouragement for the whole nine months, this is the essential pregnancy book for Christian moms!
Reach up high! Count one, two, three. Shake your rattle. . . . Shout, “Hooray for me!” Brightly colored images and playful text will guide little
ones through this new Karen Katz book that comes complete with a rattle embedded in its spine! This new title is certain to entertain and
excite babies for hours!
Entertains with surprise & recognition Supports language readiness Encourages hand-eye control Explore all the colors of the rainbow! This
chunky board book has especially thick flaps for baby to grasp and lift. The simple, rhyming text introduces first words.
Little ones will love this new lift-the-flap board book from Karen Katz that’s perfect for Thanksgiving! Gobble, gobble! It’s time for
Thanksgiving! In this interactive book from bestselling author Karen Katz, little ones can lift the sturdy, easy-to-lift flaps on each page to look
for Baby’s turkey stuffed animal. Filled with bright, striking art, this book is sure to get little ones excited for the festive family holiday!

Discover what makes a boo-boo better in this charming new lift-the-flap board book from Karen Katz. In this caring board
book from Karen Katz, little ones can lift the flaps on each spread to see the best way to cure a boo-boo: with love and a
kiss from their family. Filled with easy-to-lift-flaps and sturdy pages, Kiss Baby’s Boo-Boo proves that boo-boos may
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hurt, but love makes everything better.
Every new parent purchases at least one high-contrast board book, and this one, with its bold, more abstract art, stands
out from the crowd. Featuring graphic images that are perfect for infants, parents and babies will love exploring this book
together. Infants can distinguish the colors black and white because of their high contrast. But what is the next color
infants see? Red! The images in this book have been created based on decades of research and refinement and are
accompanied by bouncy, rhyming text.
How many kisses does a tired baby need before they say goodnight? Find out in this adorable kiss-and-count concept
book from Karen Katz! Count and kiss along with this lift-the-flap bedtime book, from children’s book legend, Karen Katz!
A latest edition of a best-selling reference features a new design and expanded information on the preschooler years, in
a guide that covers topics ranging from infant care and food allergies to sleeping habits and autism. Original.
Young readers are invited to join in a game of peek-a-boo, lifting flaps to find babies behind laundry, umbrellas, and
curtains.
Very simple text presents scenes with David which give examples of the five senses.
BABY'S FAVORITE LIFT-THE-FLAP FUN IN ONE BOX! Everybody in Baby's family loves Baby! Four lift-the-flap books
about babies and their very special family members. THIS BOX SET CONTAINS: Where Is Baby's Mommy? Daddy and
Me Grandpa and Me Grandma and Me
Karen Katz and Jayne Shelton's loving story of a child and her grandmother--now in board book! Sitting in the Storybook
Chair, in Grandma's arms, you can go anywhere! From deserts to forests, and up through the sky -- come along on one
granddaughter's adventure, and ride the wave of words as reading takes her and her grandma 'round the world!
Babies play peekaboo, looking for their belly buttons, feet, and other body parts in this interactive book. On board pages.
A little baby looks for his dreidel, which has gone missing on Hanukkah, in a book with objects hidden beneath the flaps.
The flaps of this book unfold to reveal the tools that a father and son need to complete a special project. On board pages.
Young children think of ways to share things, rather than keeping them all to themselves.
From eyes to ears, tummy to nose, legs to toes, there's a lot for baby to discover - and even more for a family to love. Bright,
buoyant art and a roly-poly little baby are sure to inspire plenty of giggling and grabbing and feet-in-the-air-ing. For every baby and every parent who loves that baby to bits - here's the perfect first book.
Young children describe how they feel when they want milk and crackers, get tickled, yawn, and receive lots of kisses.
Poor Princess Baby. It’s bedtime, but she isn’t sleepy. "Time for bed," her parents call. "But I need one more minute, please,"
Princess Baby replies, again and again and again. After all, there is so much a princess baby needs to do. Pajamas need to be put
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on, toys need to be put away, the perfect book needs to be chosen, and her beloved subjects need to brush their teeth! It’s a very
busy time in Princess Baby’s room. Young readers and listeners will want to climb into their own beds when our pint-sized heroine
finally pulls up the covers and goes “night-night.” Want more Princess Baby? Don't miss the original Princess Baby and Princess
Baby on the Go!
This interactive board book doubles as a game of peekaboo and has a mirror on the last page where little ones can see
themselves.

Features images of a baby complemented by oversized, interactive lift-flaps that reveal the baby's nose, feet, and other
body parts. On board pages.
Baby enjoys meeting fluffy chicks, a woolly lamb, and other baby farm animals, in a work in which parts of the illustrations
have a textured surface.
Babies see different colors and identify objects representing those colors, including blue blueberries, yellow daffodils,
green turtles, and orange carrots. On board pages.
Where are baby's hands? Under the bubbles...where are baby's eyes? under her hat!
Readers can help Baby as she searches for Easter eggs and finds some other nice surprises along the way. On board
pages.
Engages readers to lift the flaps to see which body parts are hiding underneath clothing.
In Where Is Baby's Puppy? little ones will love lifting large, sturdy flaps as they search for Baby's pet puppy. Young
readers will encounter plenty of other pets--such as a kitten, a goldfish, a turtle, and more--along the way until Baby's
puppy is revealed at the very end.
Featuring a beachful of bare-bellied hippos—including one tiny baby who can only say “Bee Bo”—the Belly Button Book is
a quirky addition to the phenomenally successful Boynton on Board series. Every page captivates with Sandra Boynton’s
inimitable illustrations and joyful rhyming text: Soon after dark, upon the beach, we sing a hippo song, and if you’re
feeling in the mood, we hope you’ll sing along: “Belly Belly Button, you’re oh so fine. Ooo, Belly Button, I’m so happy
you’re mine.” Shiny and sturdy, and featuring a great (navel-shaped, naturally) die-cut cover, the Belly Button Book
provides enduring, giggly, read-aloud fun. Oversized lap edition also available—perfect for more reading aloud!
Introduces the myriad ways babies hide, from human toddlers who peek out from beneath blankets, to fawns that blend in with
dappled sunlight, to leopard cubs who scramble high in African trees.
Nothing is more enticing to a baby than another baby. Now in a bigger sizeand with brand-new vibrantly colored backgrounds,
Chronicle's groundbreaking board book is better than ever! The 12 pictures of darling baby faces help infants and toddlers explore
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a complicated range of emotions by showing both happy, smiling babies and cranky, crying babies. The book opens accordion
style, so it can stand up in a crib or on the floor to amuse even the youngest infant.
This sturdy lift-the-flap book reveals baby's belly button, feet, hands, and more to young readers. Ideal for parents to share with
their children. Full color. (Baby/Preschool)
This gentle and incredibly poignant picture book tells the true story of how one baby found his home. "Some babies are born into
their families. Some are adopted. This is the story of how one baby found his family in the New York City subway." So begins the
true story of Kevin and how he found his Daddy Danny and Papa Pete. Written in a direct address to his son, Pete's moving and
emotional text tells how his partner, Danny, found a baby tucked away in the corner of a subway station on his way home from
work one day. Pete and Danny ended up adopting the baby together. Although neither of them had prepared for the prospect of
parenthood, they are reminded, "Where there is love, anything is possible."
Some things about babies, happily, will never change. They still arrive warm, cuddly, soft, and smelling impossibly sweet. But how
moms and dads care for their brand-new bundles of baby joy has changed—and now, so has the new-baby bible. Announcing the
completely revised third edition of What to Expect the First Year. With over 10.5 million copies in print, First Year is the world’s
best-selling, best-loved guide to the instructions that babies don’t come with, but should. And now, it’s better than ever. Every
parent’s must-have/go-to is completely updated. Keeping the trademark month-by-month format that allows parents to take the
potentially overwhelming first year one step at a time, First Year is easier-to-read, faster-to-flip-through, and new-family-friendlier
than ever—packed with even more practical tips, realistic advice, and relatable, accessible information than before. Illustrations are
new, too. Among the changes: Baby care fundamentals—crib and sleep safety, feeding, vitamin supplements—are revised to reflect
the most recent guidelines. Breastfeeding gets more coverage, too, from getting started to keeping it going. Hot-button topics and
trends are tackled: attachment parenting, sleep training, early potty learning (elimination communication), baby-led weaning, and
green parenting (from cloth diapers to non-toxic furniture). An all-new chapter on buying for baby helps parents navigate through
today’s dizzying gamut of baby products, nursery items, and gear. Also new: tips on preparing homemade baby food, the latest
recommendations on starting solids, research on the impact of screen time (TVs, tablets, apps, computers), and “For Parents”
boxes that focus on mom’s and dad’s needs. Throughout, topics are organized more intuitively than ever, for the best user
experience possible.
From beloved author-illustrator Karen Katz comes a brand-new busy book filled with touch-and-feels, lift-the-flaps, mirrors, and
more! Follow along throughout the day as Baby wakes up, eats, and gets ready to play! This jumbo-sized busy book featuring
Karen Katz’s bright and colorful artwork is jam-packed with interactive activities that are sure to keep little ones engaged and
entertained. It’s a must-have for every Karen Katz collection!
Invites young readers to feel the textures of animals, including puppies, elephants, starfish, and snails. On board pages.
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